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GAMIFIED!

KaiECO
“Cryptocurrency will do to

banks what email did to the

postal industry.”
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Knowing KaiECO

KaiECO is a short term for Kai Ecosystem. Kai Ecosystem is 

a project that aims to provide different platforms for 

crypto investors and enthusiasts who have different 

interest. KaiECO and KaiDHT are the two tokens that will 

power the entire ecosystem. These two tokens will bring 

investors to what they love most in the crypto world 

whether auto-earning by farming and staking or by 

collecting and minting NFTs or even just playing for 

fun or playing high definition games to earn.
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About KaiECO
Mission

Presents an opportunity to token holders
to transact digital assets across
the digital market.

Introduces everyone to the world of 
decentralization

Lower the barrier for entry to a more 
advanced financial system

01

02

03

04
Provides awareness to the immeasurable 
usages of digital assets
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The Problem

Most meme tokens remain as 

meme tokens only, without any 

usage nor contribution to the 

community. Some were just hyped 

by celebrities and prominent 

personalities without any real-life 

developments. Thus, leaving most 

of the investors losing their capital 

without any returns in any form.

Our Solution

KaiECO tokens (kaiECO and kaiDHT) 

were developed for the sole purpose of 

becoming the base token for the Kai 

Ecosystem. This Kai Ecosystem is unique 

and fun having cool environment where 

users can have a chance to interact with 

or against each other through betting in 

our tournaments. Users can farm tokens, 

earn rewards through staking, take care 

and breed puppies and sell them or play 

games against each other. Culture will be 

built and friendship will blossom…in Kai 

Ecosystem 
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KaiECO | KaiDHT Tokens
$KAIECO and $KAIDHT are community driven, defi tokens. 

Their prices are controlled entirely by the community. These 

two tokens have multiple functions throughout the ecosystem 

of the project. Hand in hand, these two tokens will bring 

investors to what they love most in the crypto world whether 

auto-earning by farming and staking or by collecting and 

minting NFTs or even just playing for fun or playing to earn 

high definition games.

The tokens will be supported on both binance smart chain 

(BSC) or ethereum (Eth) networks.
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KaiECO Token Features

6% of every buy, transfer 

and sell transaction is 

redistributed to every 

eligible holders. These will 

be in the form of BUSD for 

BSC network and USDT on 

ETH network. The larger 

the bags, the bigger the 

rewards are expected.

4% of every buy, transfer 

and sell transaction is 

moved to liquidity pool. 

This is to maintain the 

trading and there will 

always be liquidity in the 

pool.

3% of every transaction is 

taken and converted to 

BNB or ETH and is stored in 

the contract. When the 

buyback is triggered, the 

contract buys kaiECO and 

sends them to burn 

address. Thus, removing 

those tokens from the 

circulation.
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KaiDHT Token Features

This token is a utility token 

and is used for trading 

game utilities, weapons, 

and some game items. 

This token is also very 

limited so no burning and 

reduction of supply is 

applied.

8% of every buy, transfer 

and sell transaction is 

moved to liquidity pool. 

This is to maintain the 

trading and there will 

always be liquidity in the 

pool.

2% of every transaction is 

moved to marketing fund 

to fund the marketing 

activities of the team. This 

helps spread awareness of 

the project.
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The KaiECO Usegraphic

NFT Marketplace
Mint your own NFTs and sell 

them through the 

marketplace. You can also 

create your own collections.

Staking
Stake your tokens to earn 

more tokens as rewards

Future TBA
More use cases will be 

announced in the future.

Games
Play to earn and win more 

tokens and prizes. Three 

games are initially and 

currently being developed. 

More games to come.
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The KaiGAMES

Kai LEGENDS

Kai PUPPIES

Kai FIGHT

- a single role playing game

- a team player game

- a pvp game
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The KaiGAME Series
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Be Smart And 
Join KaiECO

KaiECO project is still in its infancy so it still has low 

marketcap but the tokens’ usage is so much bigger 

than other tokens having huge marketcaps.

01. Small Cap | Big Potential

Investor can earn BUSD or USDT just by holding 

tokens. For each transaction, 6% is converted to 

BUSD or USDT then distributed to holders in relation 

to their bag size.

02. Rewarding

KaiECO tokens (KaiECO and KaiDHT) will be fully utilized 

in the Kai Ecosystem. As time goes by, KaiECO supply 

will decrease while the demand increases.

03. Utilization

KaiECO tokens has a buy back tool that when triggered, 

the contract will auto-buy tokens and sends those 

tokens to burn address.

04. Buy Back Mechanism
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Our KaiECOre Values

Professional
We try our best to be on 

top of everything we do.

Investor Focused Determined
We are focused on 

finishing our goal 

We give our best for our 

investors

“We look beyond the present 
to deliver the future value”
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About KaiECO
Professional Team
We stand by our core value. We created this project 

because we have a mission and we are all aligned to 

meet our goals. We are determined to deliver our 

best.

Operations Head

Krypton AAT

Another guy who is 

passionate in helping others

Founder

Crypto Sniper

A simple guy who just wants 

to help
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Our Kai Team

Professional KaiECO’s Team

The team is committed to bring out what’s best for the investors. They are professionals and will do their 

best to cater every investors’ needs. They are focused on delivering top of the line services and guarantee 

investors’ satisfaction.

KaikenMan
Lead Developer

DawgFather
Marketing Head

KaiSoldier
Technical Developer
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Our Kai Team

Professional KaiECO’s Team

The team is committed to bring out what’s best for the investors. They are professionals and will do their 

best to cater every investors’ needs. They are focused on delivering top of the line services and guarantee 

investors’ satisfaction.

DissumSauce
Community Manager

Lil Walt
Business Development

I Like Moon
Graphic Artist
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Our Kai Team

Professional KaiECO’s Team

The team is committed to bring out what’s best for the investors. They are professionals and will do their 

best to cater every investors’ needs. They are focused on delivering top of the line services and guarantee 

investors’ satisfaction.

Krazy Flip
Telegram Lead

Crypto Candy
Graphic Artist

TTM
Business Dev Strategist
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KaiECO’s General Terms and Conditions

PRIVACY STATEMENT COOKIES POLICYTERMS

COPYRIGHT CONTACT SUPPORTDISCLAIMER
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https://kai-eco.gitbook.io/terms/privacy-statement
https://kai-eco.gitbook.io/terms/cookies-policy
https://kai-eco.gitbook.io/terms/
https://kai-eco.gitbook.io/terms/full-general-terms-and-conditions./intellectual-property
https://kai-eco.gitbook.io/terms/full-general-terms-and-conditions./customer-support
https://kai-eco.gitbook.io/terms/full-general-terms-and-conditions./disclaimer


Thank You
...See You to the MOON
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